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ABSTRACT Adequately, as far as the global system is concerned with the variation in the climatic condition,

the frequency of disaster is rising, resulting in various damages to the power grid. To cope with the power

network problems due to disasters such as grid outages, frequency, and voltage deviation, the network should

be incorporated with numerous distributed generations such as solar and wind. During the disaster condition,

these distributed fossil generations formMicrogrids (MGs) by disconnecting itself from the grid andmaintain

power flow to the local region. Besides, the negative impacts on the environment, such as carbon emission has

reduced by using Renewable Energy Sources (RES). Apart from reducing carbon emission (as in the case of

fossil fuel generation plants), RES based microgrid also useful for the resilient distribution system. However,

high penetration of distributed generation, for a resilient system that can survive at least its critical loads

during extreme disaster conditions, requires robust architecture and communication between the devices of

amicrogrid. This article presents the latest review of the various classification ofmicrogrid architecture along

with the technical characteristics of energy storage devices, various communication channels and discover

the gaps to form a bridge between microgrid in normal and abnormal (during a climatic disaster) conditions.

In addition, alteration in control techniques for Alternative Current and Direct Current microgrid for robust

MGs is presented systematically. Furthermore, the latest developments with sectionalizer placement to

provide the steps to achieve near-real-time data and necessary actions required to take during or before

the actual disaster are also presented in a systematic manner.

INDEX TERMS Power grids, distributed power generation, energy storage, communication system control,

resilience.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS & NOMENCLATURE

CAES Compressed air energy storage
CB Circuit Breakers
CoAP Constrained Application Protocol
DER Distributed energy resources
DG Distributed generations
DSR Distribution System Restoration
DR Distributed Resources
DSR Distribution system restoration
ESS Energy storage system

ESU Energy storage unit

FPI Fault passage indicator
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IED Intelligent electronic devices

IoT Internet of Things

IS Intelligent Switches

LC Load Controller

MGCC Microgrid central controller

MG Microgrid

MNRE Ministry of New and Renewable Energy

MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport

PCC Point of common coupling

PLC Power line carrier

QoS Quality of Service

RES Renewable energy sources

SCADA Supervisory control and data acquisition

td Delay in propagation

ts Duration of transmission
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tr Time duration to pass on the incoming message to

the receiver’s application

tmax Maximum delay time

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to an abrupt change in the climate, the frequency of

natural disasters such as cyclones, floods, tornados, hurri-

canes, and many are likely to arise in the future. To cope

with power system failure because of low probability & high

impact events, a hybrid power network, i.e., micro-grids are

rising as the prominent approach, as it uses the significant

available renewable energy resources (RES) such as solar

energy and wind power. According to [1], the global power

from solar and wind energy would be 613 GW and 793GW

respectively by the end of the year 2020, which means proper

selection of architecture and robust control mechanism con-

cerning specific locations is a significant challenge for stable

operation of the grid.

Microgrid (MG) is evidently an attractive network for

robust architecture, but higher penetration leads to negative

results on the electrical grid. MG links small transmission

and distribution to effectively employ all the specific located

distributed generations (DGs) and other devices [2]. These

networks are self-empowered systems and can be operated

either with the main grid or in the isolated mode (island-

ing). However, the microgrid master controller (MGCC) is

‘‘brain of the microgrid’’ [1], which decides the modes of

operation of the microgrid, i.e., off-grid or on-grid. This small

self-sufficient system would allow maximum extraction of

renewable power by coordinating control between renewable

and the fuel-based generators [3].Microgrid (MG) is operated

in two modes, i.e., grid connected and islanding mode [4].

When the system goes in islanding mode, the network param-

eters such as voltage, current, and frequency changes, thereby

leading to specific problems such as grid outages, frequency

variation, and voltage deviation [5]. To overcome these prob-

lems, there are some standards defined by system operators

that have to be followed. Table 1 shows international stan-

dards for islanding mode of the microgrid [6].

TABLE 1. Standards for islanding mode.

As the concept of MG is in the boom, so the classification

of standards and stability parameters must figure out and

standardized for reliable operation. In paper [7], the author

presented various parameters for the stability of microgrid

and classified them based on modes of operation and types

of faults. However, certain barriers, which restrict the growth

of the micro-grid, Soshinskaya et al. [8], categorized these

FIGURE 1. Short and long-time interval resiliency curve.

barriers into four groups: protection and control, quality of

power, mode of operation, and technical aspects.

The connectivity of microgrid is imperative as it maintains

the bi-directional power flow with a suitable communication

channel. Numerous DGs play a vital role in maintaining

the power flow, so peer-to-peer communication is used to

increase the potential of communication between the micro-

grids [9]. Also, communication with the help of time grading

gives immense benefit to achieve the proper coordination

between the relays [10]. The use of resilience in architecture

reduces the resynchronization time and enhance the effi-

ciency of the system. As per IEEE Std. 1547.4 [11], for pow-

erful, reliable operation and control, the structure of current

distribution can be converted into a micro-grid cluster using

smart switches [2] and various algorithms.

However, the integration of renewable DGs with the grid

does not work coherently due to its uncertain behavior.

Therefore, during a natural disaster, the dependency index

of renewable DGs becomes very low. It is evident from the

literature that resiliency of the electrical network can be

improved by: (a) hardening of electrical network components

to reduce the failure probability of failure, (b) To improve the

redundancy by the placement of new components or parallel

power lines, (c) installing switches to extend the flexibility,

(d) placing either conventional DGs or RES along with ESUs.

Authors of paper [12], have modelled the resiliency on time

interval viz. are short-term and long-term resiliency in terms

of system state curve, as shown in figure 1.

The figure shows two curves, red curve is for long time

interval resiliency, whereas green represents the short time

interval resiliency curve. The solid line in both curves shows

the impact on the system without resiliency planning, and the

dotted line represents the impact on the systemwith resiliency

planning. The curve ismodelled in three-time zones viz. event

on time (time of event/disaster), dead time (system remains

degraded after the event), restoration time (time required to

restore the system to normal state).
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The length of line ‘ab’ in figure 1, can be increased by

forming resilient micro-grid architecture with suitable control

and communication strategies, whereas the length of ‘AB’ can

be increased by placing sectionalizers and parallel lines along

with applicable protection schemes. The slope of line ‘bc’

can be made sluggish by satisfying the critical loads during

disaster time, using Energy Storage Unit (ESU) placed in

MGs. The slope of ‘BC’ can be controlled by the intelligent

operation of optimally placed sectionalizers for the survival

of loads based on priority. Similarly, the slope of line ‘de’ &

‘DE’ can be improved by enhancing the developed strategies

to be deployed for the restoration of the system.

Therefore, this article reviews the latest scenario of the

micro-grid architecture and control strategies with various

communication links to enhance the resiliency of the system

against the low probability high impact natural disasters.

Section 1, presents the introduction; section 2, reviews the

general architecture with associated components and control

techniques for the microgrid. The communication protocols

and their significance with respect to different MG architec-

ture have been substantiated in section 3. Section 4, elaborates

the statement & purpose of distribution grid resiliency and

role of sectionalizer to reduce the disaster impact on criti-

cal load.

II. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION

Earlier the term ‘‘micro-grid’’ was used for the remote sit-

uated grid where power supply from the main grid was not

feasible due to economic or configuration point of view [13].

In recent times, realizing the positive impact on surroundings,

stable, reliable power flowwith the usage of natural resources

available free of cost compelled the power authorities to

update the conventional power systemwith renewable energy.

The concept of MG has implemented on a various scale

in which low voltage grid, a feeder, and load is consid-

ered. The two main architectures of a microgrid are defined,

one by CERTS, the American microgrid, and the other one

are the European approach ‘‘MICROGRIDS - Large Scale

Integration of Microgeneration to Low Voltage Grids’’ [14].

The CERTS concept has based on two functions: A smart

source, which balances the power using power frequency

drop, and stabilizes the voltage. It also provides a local zone

of protection. A smart switch provides local information

such as fault protection, standards for connecting distributed

resources with the power system (IEEE 1547 event), inten-

tional islanding, and automatic reclosure.

MG is integrated with the main grid with the help of

Point of Common Coupling (PCC). PCC is a point at which

MG can connect or disconnect with the main grid during

normal or faulty conditions, respectively [15]. MG shifts

its operation from the grid-connected to an islanded mode

for maintaining a reliable and stable operation during the

time of disturbance occurring at the main grid. Moreover,

during this time, it provides continuous power to the critical

loads by doing either load shedding or using enough storage

power.

In the formation of microgrid, various elements such

as Distributed Generators (DGs), storage devices, Circuit

Breakers (CBs), Intelligent Switches (IS), Load Controller

(LC),Micro-grid Central Controller (MGCC), reliable relays,

AC andDC responsive and critical loads, inverter and rectifier

are connected.

A. DISTRIBUTED GENERATORS (DG)

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Inc. (IEEE)

defined the DG as ‘‘The generation of electricity by facilities

sufficiently smaller than central generating plants as to allow

interconnection at nearly any point in a power system. DGs

are a subset of distributed resources’’ [16].

CIGRE and CIRED groups stated the DG concept as

dispersed generators, which can be easily incorporated into

the existing grid. A low power unit (10-50 MW) genera-

tor is considered a disperse generator [16]. The DGs are

generally low power generation unit which generates less

than 200 kW [17]. Mostly DGs are incorporate with advanced

electronic interfaces for making the system flexible.

The literature reveals that DGs are the small power gen-

eration unit used to provide power to local or critical loads.

For local loads, the DG unit operates separately, which can

quickly provide power to small houses or other communities.

However, for critical and tremendous power required loads,

to obtain reliable power, DG units are connected to the main

grid with the help of an intelligent electronics interface. These

electronic element leads advantages to the network by reduc-

ing losses, reliable and makes system size compact.

However, various types of DGs are available in the market.

Table 2 [16], [18]–[20] shows the comparison of various

types of distributed generation in terms of power, efficiency,

operation and maintenance cost, a life of service, Degree

of Controllability (DOC) and CO2 emission (lb/MWh) that

signifies the impact on the environment.

B. BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF DG

The benefits with challenges of DG incorporation are men-

tioned in tabular form in table 3 [21], [22].

In above-mentioned table 3, the inclusion of DG in the

power network definitely gives benefits to the grid system as

it reduces the overloading capacity of the grid by providing

the power to the grid and local loads. The location of DGs

are mostly near to the load centre so the amount of losses into

the system is very less. However, there are some challenges

also associated with the penetration of DGs such as amount

of harnessing the power from the resources due to their

intermittent nature and complexity of power network.

C. ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM (ESS)

Energy storage units (ESU) are the backbone of microgrid,

used for maintaining the power imbalance between the supply

end and the demand side. The system stability, reliability,

power quality of the supply is maintained by the storage

system [21]. Power quality tests for wind resources was intro-

duced by Germany in 1992 [22]. Energy storage devices are
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TABLE 2. Comparison of various type of distributed generation.

the key component for maintaining the continuous operation

of power flow from micro-grid. Moreover, ESU placement

in electrical grid can be used to decrease the slope of line

‘bc’ by satisfying the critical loads (figure 1). [23]. The

main responsibility of the storage devices is split into three

areas [24], [25]:

1. Due to lack of inertia, DGs will not be able to

respond quickly to the associated problems such as

variation in the loads or transients. Therefore, energy

backup devices will maintain the power flow from the

microgrid.

2. During transient fault condition, MG disconnects from

the main grid and goes into islanding mode but due to

energy devices, ride through capability is possible.

3. According to the requirement, MG works in two

modes. One is grid connected and other is islanding

mode. When transition from grid connected to island-

ing mode occurs, energy devices provide the initial

energy.

The various energy storage technologies are available for

balancing the power in microgrid such as batteries, super

capacitors, fuel cell, flywheels, superconducting magnetic

energy storage, CAES and many more. Among the storage

devices batteries, flywheels and super-capacitors are mostly

consider for microgrid system. Flywheel can be considered as

a central storage device for the complete power system. For

future demands batteries are good option as super capacitors

would be a costly affair [25]. Figure 2, shows the different

available storage technologies [26], [27].

FIGURE 2. Storage technologies.

Presently numerous storage devices are available. There-

fore, the basic understanding of selection of storage devices

is required. Table 4 shows the various technical characteris-

tics which includes efficiency of the battery, specific energy,

power density, response time, life cycle, negative impact on

environment with technical maturity and discharge rate of

certain energy storage devices used in RE power system

network [2], [18], [27]–[32].

Size of the energy storage is one of the concerned issue

that has to be consider. To resolve this problem, power and
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TABLE 3. Benefits and challenges of DG.

TABLE 4. Technical characteristics of energy storages.

energy density as well as specific power /energy indices curve

is recommended as shown in fig. 3(a) [31] and 3(b) [28].

One shows a relationship between energy and power den-

sity, which clearly define the size of battery required in

microgrid for reliable operation. If densities are higher,

volume of energy storage will be smaller. Requirement

of low volume are located right hand side corner at the

top and high volume required devices in the bottom (left

hand side corner) [31]. Similarly, specific power /energy

indices represent the total power and energy on one unit of

weight.

D. CLASSIFICATION OF MICROGRID

Microgrid classification are presented by various authors by

considering the sustainable development and effective perfor-

mance of the system, proper architecture and coordination
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TABLE 5. Comparison of microgrid architecture.

technique between the Distributed Resources (DR), MGCC

and LC.

In paper [33], two configurations of microgrid i.e. low

voltage AC and low voltage DC are incorporated into the

main grid by considering sustainability and performance of

the system. Also, author used multi-converter devices for

the enhancement in the strength of the system. The classi-

fication of microgrid depends on various factors and author

of [27], [33], shows the classification of microgrid based on

four factors i.e. architecture, supervisory control, modes of

operation and phases. Also, further sub-categories of MG

architecture is presented in fig. 4(a) and types in 4(b).

From the literature, it is concluded that DC microgrid are

less complex, easy to operate and cost effective as compared

to AC microgrid. Due to limitation of DC microgrid, hybrid

architecture is the best way to improve the reliability of

the system. Table 5, shows the comparative analysis of the

various structure of microgrid with pros and cons. According

to the nature of requirement user can choose the MGs struc-

ture [34]–[39].

Also, Performance result of microgrid by considering the

various parameters such as integration of RE, power qual-

ity, protection, reliability and cost is discussed in Table 6

[36], [38], [39].

From the table, as mentioned above, the conclusion has

been made that DC microgrid is more reliable but limited to

a certain extent.

E. CONTROL TECHNIQUES

Distribution generation needs natural resources as fuel,

implying in increasing usage, resulting in more depletion

of RE. The control strategies are required to improve the

quality of the power flow in the microgrid as well as taken

care of the available power. The various control strategies

for ACmicrogrid are master-slave, peer-to-peer, hierarchical,

and multi-agent control [39]. Summary of Pros and cons of

control methods of ACmicrogrid and DCmicrogrid are given

in table 7 [39]–[41] and table 8 [42]–[45] respectively.

It is concluded that frequency and reactive power issues

are absent in DC, therefore controlling methods are easier as

compared with AC microgrid.

III. COMMUNICATION TYPE

Architecture for the operation and control of microgrid

requires an encrypted and reliable channel for successful

operation. Encrypted communication across the microele-

ments is the desired task. However, wired communica-

tion helps in short-distance data transmission; RS 232 and

RS 385 are the most used ones [46], but with the increase in

the size of the grid, wired data transmission is not advisable

as it increases the complexity of the grid. So, opting internet

communication protocol based on ISO or open system inter-

connection, transmission control protocol/internet protocol,

and UDP/IP protocol ensures security and fast transmission

of the data [47]. Table 9, summarized the various communi-

cation link available for microgrid with respect to coverage

distance [48]–[57].

In addition, the microgrid structure has been categorized

based on the range of communication into home area net-

work (HAN), local area network (LAN), and wide area net-

work (WAN). Table 11 shows that the transmission rate of

3G and LTE is faster compared with other networks [58]

and applicable for HAN. MG control architecture has various

power system devices embedded with Intelligent Electronic

Devices (IEDs). Fig 5 shows the general communication

within the microgrid consisting of the human machine inter-

face server, IEDs, microcontroller, and DER [59].

IED receives the signals from the DER and transmit to

microgrid controller. Then, microgrid controller generates the

reference and control signals of voltage, current, frequency,

real and reactive power to IEDs, which in turn send the control

signal to DERs and the connected loads. Human machine
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TABLE 6. Comparison of the performance of microgrid architecture.

interface is used for monitoring, event recording, and con-

trolling purposes.

The network has the following time zone, td = delay in

propagation, ts = duration of transmission, tr = Time dura-

tion to pass on the incomingmessage to receiver’s application

and tmax =maximum delay. For an efficient data transmission

the td + ts + tr < tmax [60].

This communication is affected by various parameters such

as speed, topology, and congestion status of the network

and computational capability of IEDs hardware. The second

transmission method is Power Line Carrier (PLC) in which

power lines are used for the transfer of the data. It is efficient

in terms of performance and cost. Some of the disadvantages

of using PLC are noise, deviation, and signal attenuation

risk [27], [61].

Now, every component of microgrid has some delay

requirements. The efficiency of the system can be increased

by decreasing the bottleneck, congestion, loss of data packets,

etc.; to achieve the desired efficiency selection of protocols is

the basic step. Some approximate delays are summarized in

table 10 [62].

If the system exceeds the range of specified delay, it leads

the electric malfunctioning in the microgrid. In this regard,

Quality of Service (QoS) concept is provided, in which pri-

ority treatment is given for the system having critical delay

so that information reached on proper time and reduced the

loss of data [62]. In order to achieve it, the components

have to be layered based on the requirement. The layer-

ing [48], [63]–[65] has been done, as shown in figure 6.

A. LAYERS OF COMMUNICATION CHANNEL

To communicate between the layers Internet Protocol base or

non - Internet Protocols base is used. Internet-based protocols

include Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), Message

Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT), 3G, LTE, Wi-Fi,

whereas non - Internet Protocols include ZigBee based,

z-wave based and Bluetooth [48], [63]–[65].

B. PHYSICAL LAYER

This layer consists of sensors, actuators, smart plug, smart

meter, micro controller and storage. Based on the input data

given by sensors, actuators perform the desired task, smart

meter monitors the data given by sensors and controls the

smart plug for transferring the power from the grid elements

to the appliances. The interaction between the sensors, actu-

ators, smart meter and plug with the computer is achieved

using microcontroller, and storage units are used to store the

processed data received from the sensors [63]–[65].

C. NETWORK LAYER

It is used to transfer the data from the physical layer to the

application layer. These layers can be either wired or wireless.

Wired includes cabled, or fiber optics, use of fiber optics pre-

vents intervention by electromagnetic radiation. The wireless
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TABLE 7. Advantages and disadvantages of control methods of AC microgrid.

mode includes 3G, LTE, WiFi. The only disadvantage of the

former with respect to the later is the loss of data; data loss

might account for up-to 30% of the total data [66], [67].

D. CLOUD LAYER

The encryption of the data, retrieval of the data, and the

management of the data occurs in this layer. The necessity

of this layer arouses due to an increase in the amount of

the data, loss of the data, and invasion of the privacy of the

data [68], [69].

E. APPLICATION LAYER

It is the final layer, which the end-users see and use. This

layer manages the consumption of energy and the pricing of

the system. The functioning of this layer completely depends

upon the other three layers.

Over the years, there has been significant development in

wireless networks. Internet of Things (IoT) one such ele-

ment, which has been turning around most of the theoretical

applications to possibilities of achieving. One such applica-

tion where IoT can be used is, in communication between

various components across microgrid [70]. Using IoT, the

most important factors of microgrid, namely, the efficiency of

power generation and distribution is achieved [71]. Since the

components of a microgrid are mostly non- homogeneous,

various protocols have been used to achieve the desired

requirement.

IV. RESILIENCE

A. NEED OF RESILIENT STRUCTURE

The occurrence of frequent natural disasters has caused dam-

aged power lines, which takes a lot of time and money

in restoration. Recent extreme cyclone events mentioned in

table 11 [4], [72]–[81], the power and microgrid structure

requires upgradation as distribution system are most vulner-

able to natural disasters.

As mentioned in table 11, Fani cyclone hits Odisha in

May 2019, with wind speed of 274 km/hr, damaged 8-power

grid completely. 30 lakh of people in eight districts have

been suffered from the darkness as power infrastructure

was completely damaged, said by Odisha power secre-

tary [72]. The damaged cost is more than 1200 crore in Indian
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TABLE 8. Pros and cons of control methods of DC microgrid.

currency [72]. Also, the power restoration time is around 1 to

2 weeks. A 33 kV, medium line (5030 km), and 11 kV, long

line (38,613 km) transmission lines were broken due to fallen

trees and wind speed [73]. Charging 33 kV and 11 kV lines at

high temperatures with the maximum humidity environment

of Odisha is a tedious task. Fani cyclone is much stronger

than titli that hits the coast in October 2018, which costs

less damage than fani. A similar disaster had occurred in

Chennai, December 2016, which cost the total damage nearly

Rs. 22,573 crore [73]. Recently Amphan cyclone hits the

region costing damage of US$13.2 billion [83], [84].

The conclusion is that the coastal area has always been

affected by natural calamities like heavy rainfall, storm,

cyclone, etc., and the damage or shutdown of power grids due

to these disasters costing loss of millions. Therefore, it is time

to improve the resiliency of the grid by considering the local

environmental conditions. For improving resiliency, work on

the networking of micro grid is needed.

B. RESILIENCY VS. RELIABILITY

Resiliency and reliability terms seem the same, but the

resiliency of a system is the property of the object to return

to the equilibrium position after significant disturbance in

the environment, such as natural and human-made disasters.

One of the significant advantages of microgrid is to sustain

the absorption of renewables and the capacity of islanding.

The self-healing process has to be simultaneously triggered

at distribution and generation levels to enhance microgrid

resiliency [75]. In practicality, variousmanagerial approaches

are used, and the promising statuses of the resources available

are revised to assure the optimal islanding during any pos-

sible occurrence. There is a very minute difference between

the reliability and resilience of the microgrid. The system’s

reliability is its ability to continuously supply power to the

loads without disruption [76]. The main differences between

resilience and reliability are given in table 12 [77].

C. MICROGRID: AN APPROACH TOWARDS A RESILIENT

SYSTEM

Due to changes in climate, the frequency of natural dis-

asters such as cyclones, floods, tornados, hurricanes, and

others is likely to rise in the future, so work on resiliency

towards power grid architecture is extremely important.

Table 13 shows the impact of resiliency on microgrid archi-

tecture [4]. As per IEEE Std 1547.4, for robust, reliable

operation and control, the structure of current distribution

can be converted into multi microgrid using quick response

and communication-based switches [2]. These intelligent

switches can talk to other devices during fault conditions and

restructure the system to minimize power loss by separating

the faulted zone and becoming a microgrid.

MG is a promising solution for providing power to the

loads during disturbance occur on the grid. As the generation
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TABLE 9. Various communication channel.

TABLE 10. Delay requirement in microgrid devices.

of the microgrid is very less around a fewMVA [78], forming

a multi-micro grid can surely enhance the resiliency for the

critical load. In addition, the IEEE standard 1547.4 points out,

operation and reliability of the distribution network can be

improved by dividing the distribution system into multiple

MGs [2]. In addition, for improving the system resiliency,

the network must be upgraded from radial to mesh. So that

if any disturbance occurs, power would be available from

another generating unit and, hence, blackout condition can

be avoided.

The ability of self-healing is becoming the most advanced

feature in the smart grid, which enhance the resiliency and

flexibility of the system. A various decision has been made

towards resiliency. Some authors suggested that to improve

the resiliency and reliability of the system, microgrid is the

only way to use these advanced characteristics. An optimal

Distribution System Restoration (DSR) plan is identified in

paper [85] using a novel modified algorithm for enhancing

the power network system resiliency. Author Yuan et al. [79]

presented a self-healing approach based on a two-layer meta-

heuristic technique for enhancing the resiliency of the grid.

In the self-healing approach, the first layer finds the optimal

restructuring of microgrid after a specific fault-using graph

algorithm, and the second layer gives the status of DERs

generation.

In a microgrid, whenever there is a sudden disruption of

power, due to the presence of resiliency in the grid, the impact

will be smaller, and the restoration will be quick. This proves

that the supply will be continued even during the disruption.

The disruptive events are not always expected or waited for,

but when it occurs, the microgrid has to adapt to the situation
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FIGURE 3. (a). Relation of energy density and power density. (b).
Relation of specific energy and specific power.

FIGURE 4. (a). Microgrid classification. (b). Types of microgrid.

and perform the necessary actions for the non-stop supply of

the power as shown in figure 7 [80].

When microgrid is used as a resiliency resource, the

infrastructure specifications must be met. The major parts of

FIGURE 5. Data flow in microgrid.

FIGURE 6. Various layering of communication channel.

FIGURE 7. Graph of microgrid status vs. time (Comparison of Resilience
and Reliability).

infrastructure include lines, cables, switches, breakers, and

transformer, which interconnect the various microgrid ele-

ments to the application loads. The microgrid with resilience

can adapt to the various running generation units, and

secure various less important units (obtained during power

loss), which in turn increases the efficiency of the system.

Resilience enhancement methods can be categorized into:

1. Enhancing the ability to adapt.

2. Enhancing the ability to recover.

The strategic planning stages and action during resiliency is

describing in figure 8 [86], [87].

During the disaster, microgrid devices come in stage 1 of

planning and decide which switches go into the off con-

dition (disconnection) and then start operation, adapt the

change in architecture, and lastly recovering stage [85]. After

the fault clearance, the network goes into the recovering stage

and becomes the normal grid.

MG becomes a microgrid resilient with the inclusion

of long-term infrastructure reinforcement and short- term
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TABLE 11. Recent extreme cyclone in India.

TABLE 12. Comparison of resilience and reliability.

TABLE 13. Impact of resiliency on architecture.

operational effectiveness. These characteristics help in either

reconfiguration of the power structure during the disaster

and strengthen the structure or give corrective, preventive

FIGURE 8. Resiliency stages.

methods to mitigate the effect of calamities by transit into

island mode or quick restoration. The reconfiguration of the

structure is possible only with the help of a multi-microgrid.

The further sub-division of long-term infrastructure rein-

forcement and short-term operational effectiveness is shown

in figure 9(a) and 9(b). Infrastructure reinforcement con-

siders the hardening and planning measures, which include

underground lines, power conversion devices, etc., whereas,

short- term operational effectiveness comprises prevention

and correction action [76], [78].

Corrective actions include proactively change of mode

of operation, microgrid clustering, restoration, curtailment.

The enhancement of the resilience requires proper plan-

ning for the storage capacity and connection of DERs,

redundant structure to adapt the change due to calamities,

and proper correction methods if a disruption occurs so

that avoidance of complete breakdown of the system can

be possible. From various literature, a generalized flow

chart is developed to understand the behavior of microgrid

structure during normal and extreme disaster conditions in

figure 10. The stepwise actions for resilient MG are as

follows:

Step 1: The working status of the microgrid gets an update

from the Intelligent Electronic Devices.

Step 2: Mode of operation of microgrid using a microgrid

controller will initiate.

Step 3: If the microgrid is islanded, proceed to step 4,

if not, it has to be disconnected from the main grid to make it

islanded.

Step 4: If there are symptoms of the occurrence of a disas-

ter, proceed to step 5, else stop the process.

Step 5: Identify the optimum restoration scheme available

for the microgrid to recover, if the scheme is not available,

run the optimal search engine until an optimization technique

satisfying all the preset objectives is derived.

Step 6: Based on the controller available, apply the derived

scheme.

Step 7: If the required current is greater than the generated

current, change the optimization technique, else continue the

process.

Where Ig = ground current and Ir = reference value of

current.

From the generalized flow chart, it is clear that microgrid

withstands during a natural disaster by forming itself into a

microgrid cluster.
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FIGURE 9. (a). Resilience enhancement measures. (b). Classification of short-term resilience
measures.

D. SECTIONALIZER AND FAULT PASSAGE INDICATOR (FPI)

From the above-generalized flow chart, it is clear that micro-

grid can withstand during a natural disaster by forming itself

into a microgrid cluster using the optimizing technique. The

formation of a microgrid cluster could be done using various

algorithms suggested by authors in Table 14. One of them

is using sectionalizer, shown in fig. 11 (a) and 11(b), and

some are using sectionalizer switch with the inclusion of

fault passage indicator (FPI). FPI is operated by its internal

battery source. In addition, they can also be operated by solar

power as shown in fig 13(a) [79] They are of two types,

i.e., pole mounted and flight type as shown in fig 13(a) [79]

and 13(b) [88] FPI internal circuitry has shown in fig. 13(c),

in which LED is inserted, which will glow during an earth

fault, reverse current or overcurrent fault condition, energized

by the self-mounted battery. These FPI are works by sensing

the magnetic field due to change in current. As shown in

fig.13(c), the FPI signal system has two main sections. One
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FIGURE 10. Microgrid behavior during the normal and severe condition.

is earth fault in phase indicator, and another one is over-

current in the phase indicator. These FPI communicate with

the SCADA center through the radio frequency signal. If the

fault occurs, the FPI LED will glow and send the command
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FIGURE 11. (a). Microgrid formation using sectionalizer. (b). Location and
mode of operation of sectionalizer on SCADA.

FIGURE 12. Sectionalizer signals.

to the SCADA center by RF signal. The SCADA center

receiver.

Sectionalizer methodology with the Fault passage indica-

tor provides a robust option to implement various protec-

tion schemes based on weather and operating conditions.

In figure 11(a), S1 and S2 are the sectionalizing switches

on location 1 and 2 respectively on the distribution line.

At the time of occurrence of fault, sectionalizer S1 and S2

switches will be opened, and the whole microgrid segre-

gated into three independent microgrids. The operation of

sectionalizer switches depends on algorithms such as graph

theory [89]. The location of the sectionalizer switch is the
FIGURE 13. (a). Solar-powered pole mounted FPI. (b). Flight FPI. (c).
FPI-flight circuitry. (d). FPI-receiver circuitry.
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TABLE 14. Summary of decision variables and its corresponding constraints from the literature.
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TABLE 14. (Continued.) Summary of decision variables and its corresponding constraints from the literature.

main concern for reducing the fault location time. As a

cost point of view, the installation of sectionalizes and fault

passage indicators on each feeder is not worth it. Hence, the

optimal placement of sectionalizer and fault passage indi-

cator is formulated using a heuristic algorithm, including

simulated annealing [90] ant colony [91], memetic [92] and
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genetic algorithm [93]. While the main disadvantage of the

heuristic algorithm is taking more run time as shown in

paper [94]. To overcome the run time, the author [95] pro-

posed a mixed integer programming for the placement of sec-

tionalizer switch and fault indicator. In paper [94] and [90],

the optimal location of the sectionalizer and fault passage

indicator is calculated using PSO and GA, respectively. Also,

in ref. [96], deployment of fault indicator is identified by

considering the existing control and protection devices into

the system. The author [97], presented a relationship matrix

of line current vs. location of fault for reducing the restoration

time of supply. Recently in ref [98], the author presented

a three-matrix position-based analysis using mixed-integer

programming by taking the consideration of cost-benefit

and reliability evaluation of customer interruption time on

IEEE 33 bus system and validate the result on real urban

distribution system.

Figure 11(b) shows the real-time operation of sectionalizer

on SCADA of the Aamtalla area of Dehradun, India. Two

feeder lines, one from Sahastrdhara and others from the ordi-

nance are incorporated with sectionalizer. The symbol red in

color of the feeder ordinance shows the ON state mode of

sectionalizer that indicates the normal current flowing in the

feeder line. However, the Sahastrdhara feeder sectionalizer

indicates the OFF state mode, because a reverse value of

current flowing through the fault indicator, which sends the

signal to the SCADA system and operators sectionalized

that particular feeder sectionalizer. In OFF state mode, the

sectionalizer switch disconnects the faulty feeder from the

healthy section.

A survey regarding the operation and location of the

sectionalizer switch is conducted in URJA BHAWAN,

Dehradun, India. Figure 12 shows the real-time various oper-

ating signals of sectionalizer on the SCADA system. For

clarity purposes, the SCADA screen shown in this article

is marked into four zones. These are sectionalizer symbol

zone, feeder signals, protection scheme selection, and fault

indicator. The first zone denotes the sectionalizer symbol.

The second zone on the screen shows various feeder signals

that give the indication of the feeder whether feeder is in

the operating mode or maintenance mode etc. The third zone

shows the protection scheme selection based on the operating

season (protection A scheme for summer and protection B

scheme for winter), which is already specified according to

the consumption of the energy. And the last zone marked on

the screen is the fault indicator. The flow of overcurrent in

the particular phase is indicated by the fault indicator section.

If the fault occurred on a particular phase, the indicator

would glow, and the command will generate for the energiza-

tion of sectionalizer switch. After receiving the command,

sectionalizer switches operate and isolate the faulty section

by reconstructing the network with the help of RE.

To increase the life of FPI flight type battery, distribution

engineers generally program the FPI flight to glow up to

2-3 hours. However, during a disaster, it could be a dis-

advantage. Hence, FPI can be operated by a rechargeable

TABLE 15. Advantages of mesh topology over the radial.

battery with a flexible solar PV panel on the outer surface

of the FPI flight. Various approaches to solve the resilient

structure problem are combine and presented in tabular form

in table 14 with the objective function and optimization

technique.

Microgrid controller plays a vital role in managing

microgrid cluster such as supervising the local controllers,

monitoring, and controlling the various functions. The micro-

grid controller also supervises by a central Distribution Sys-

tem Operator (DSO) using a bidirectional strong and secure

channel.

E. PROTECTION SCHEMES IN RADIAL AND MESHED

NETWORK

Now, it is evident that to improve the system resiliency, the

network must be upgraded from radial to mesh, as a meshed

network enhances the reliability. The advantage and flexibil-

ity of mesh topology over radial are defined in table 15.

The issues that might face while changing the radial net-

work into the mesh connected network are the reverse power

flow, excessive fault currents voltage regulation and violation,

protection, and reliability, and so on. The major issue that

should take into consideration is the protection of the system.

Protection is a must in networking, and while changing the

topology, this issue is of great importance and needs to

be dealt with. The potential problem that may occur while

changing protection schemes is regarding the control of real

or reactive power across the normally-open point during a

fault. For protection, only one circuit breaker with over-

current protection relay is sufficient per feeder in radial con-

nection, but while changing the topology, it may require more

number of circuit breakers per feeder which is a difficult task

since there might be miscoordination due to their operation

and will be non-economical as per the protection cost. The
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TABLE 16. The challenges faced by protection devices in the mesh
topology.

issues and challenges faced by protection devices during

the transition from grid connected mode to other modes are

presented in table 16.

Mostly existing distribution systems are radial where the

power flow direction is unidirectional with conventional pro-

tection scheme, whereas incorporation of DG converting the

existing system into mesh topology leads to change in the

source impedance, short circuit level, and direction or mag-

nitude of fault. Therefore, the mesh system needs a modified

protection scheme with strong communication links between

the devices. With the continuous progress of technology and

natural disaster scenario, deployment of different types of

distributed generation is the solution, which serves the critical

loads by connecting the tie line switches or sectionalizer

switches in the feeder and location of these switches can be

calculated using an optimization technique. During a natu-

ral disaster, for the survival of critical loads, power can be

supply from the distributed generation. At the same time, the

incorporation of distributed generation makes existing radial

distribution system into mesh topology. Below are the points

that show the reliability of the mesh topology.

1. 70% to 80% of faults in distribution are due to sys-

tem equipment. The addition of distributed generation

makes the system robust as a power failure in the net-

work will no longer be the issue.

FIGURE 14. IEEE-33 radial to mesh formation with sectionalizers and
parallel lines.

2. As shown in figure14, by connecting the tie lines

switches, i.e., 33, 34, 35, 36, 37 system will become

mesh type and start feeding the power to the healthy

areas during the unavailability of the grid.

After getting the location of critical loads, the optimal place-

ment of sectionalizers, along with parallel lines or hardening

the system, has been presented in the literature. Therefore,

the radial network will get converted into many small meshed

microgrids, as shown in the figure14 [99], which will enhance

the survival of critical loads.

Various sensitive relays and circuit breakers are used to

tackle the electrical fault in the radial and mesh connected

system. Distance protection is mainly applied in radial distri-

bution, but the deployment of DG into the distribution system

imposes the reconsideration of existing protection scheme

since infeed or outfeed of DGs current and fault resistance

badly affect the performance of distance protection in the

mesh network. To mitigate this effect, an adaptive distance

protection scheme is presented in paper [100] by considering

the DG in the radial feeder. Despite the notable advantages,

distance protection is still problematic in a mesh connected

network. However, various authors presented highly reliable

and promising schemes to deal with the power flow in the

meshed network such as multi-relay scheme using directional

overcurrent relays [101], [102], communication-based adap-

tive directional overcurrent protection scheme [103], [104]

and pilot directional overcurrent protection scheme [105].

However, for the protection of each line segment, an advanced

differential protection method has been considered in mesh

connected by the author [106]. Unlike radial, providing pro-

tection in the mesh system is quite difficult due to new

power generation sources, which change the magnitude and

direction of current flow. In paper [107], the author applied an

algorithm on 30 and 39 bus systems of standard IEEE test sys-

tems; for finding the critical clearing time by considering the

reconfiguration of the network and time taken by the circuit

breaker operation. Also, the result shows that the transient

stability of the synchronous generator is improved. At last,

the conclusion is made by the author that communication

is the best way to improve the protection devices operation
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successfully. A fault data-sheet is generated by considering

the various situation for tests, and an intelligent time-time

transform protection scheme with a deep belief network has

been developed and tested to protect microgrid during fault

conditions [108]. In addition, the effect of communication

delay, noise, high impedance fault detection, and back up

protection is also evaluated to make scheme robust.

V. RESULT & DISCUSSION

The literature has suggested various methods of enhancing

the resiliency, upon reviewing, the following points were

identified as scope for the future work:

a. Healing strategies during the disaster have been men-

tioned; the systematic timing of switching operations

must be implemented in the system as well.

b. The increase in the occurrence of the disasters neces-

sitates consideration of the real-time data rather than

assuming in building a resilient microgrid.

c. The work on AC decentralized microgrid has to be

increased, in order to face the occurrence of the disaster

at any point of time.

d. The scope for work on communication across various

devices of the microgrid has to be increased.

e. Wireless communication increases efficiency and

reduces labor. So, IoTs applications can play a vital role

in microgrid clustering formation.

f. As shown in fig. 16, sectionalizer enhances the

resiliency of the system, but the location of the section-

alizer between the feeder is the main concern to work

upon.

VI. CONCLUSION

The frequent occurrence of disasters in recent times is pos-

ing a compelling challenge to power engineers to make an

efficient, resilient structure. This article reviews the various

architectures of the microgrid with their technical specifi-

cations. The elements under consideration are distributed

generations and energy storage systems. The focus is on the

comparison of the architecture with their control methods to

judge which architecture is suitable and can be considered

for making a resilient microgrid system. The optimal method

found is the use of a hybrid system with smart switches,

as AC is more flexible to reconfigure during the disaster, and

DC microgrid feeds the local loads. In addition, forming a

multi-microgrid using smart switches is the best architecture

to enhance the resilience with decentralized control to main-

tain the reliability of the system. This article also highlights

the various protocols used in communication layers and delay

requirements between the devices of the microgrid. The work

on communication requires more effort as resilience enhance-

ment depends on communication between the devices. To add

on, various frequency-range communication links are avail-

able for the microgrid devices, which helps in improving

the restoration time. IoT is the new technology that can be

implemented in the microgrid device.

The minute difference between reliability and resiliency

is pointed out in the paper. Resilience enhancement is used

for the smooth functioning of the microgrid during the disas-

ter. Various resiliency enhancement measures are described

in the paper, and the study reveals that resiliency can be

categorized into long-term, that deals with architecture or

restructure the system, and short-term resiliency with oper-

ational effectiveness but resilience enhancement of the grid

is not possible without networked microgrid. In the resilient

structure, microgrid sectionalized into multi microgrid using

various optimization techniques is analyzed in the paper. The

future work may include designing a distribution grid by

considering the real data rather than the assumption to make

a resilient oriented system using the optimization technique.
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